
 

Gulfnet Communications Participates at Gulf Information Security Expo 
and Conference 

Kuwait May 2014: Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet), the first internet service 

provider in the Gulf region, has announced its participation at the Gulf Information 

Security Expo and Conference that was held from the 9th to 11th of June, 2014 in Dubai, 

with the presence of leading companies and experts in information security from the 

region and all around the world as well as representatives from different sectors such as 

information technology, oil and gas, banking and finance, public sector, legal affairs and 

the health care sector and telecommunications, to discuss and review issues increasingly 

relevant to information security and protection measures in the region. 

Commenting on Gulfnet’s participation, Chairman of the Executive Board of Gulfnet, Dr. 

Ahmad Salih said: “We consider our participation in the Gulf Information Security Expo 

and Conference very crucial. We believe in the importance of information security, since 

we live in a world that relies on communication and information technology which puts 

all transferred data at risk. As such, Gulfnet is keen on providing innovative solutions 

and technologies to protect the information of all our clients and consumers. 

Information security has become a major issue and a threat in today’s world for all 

entities and companies.”  

Dr. Salih also added: “Gulfnet believes that this is a great opportunity to be exposed to 

the latest products and services in various fields such as internet security, secure 

operating systems, security management, virus detection software, access control, 

authentication, biometrics, intrusion detection system, communication security, data 

encryption, disaster planning, wireless security and other products. This conference will 

give the chance to all information security researchers, practitioners, developers and 

users, who will be coming together to explore cutting edge ideas and results and to 

exchange techniques, tools and experiences.” 

The Gulf Information Security Expo and Conference focus on the means, method and 

the new technologies to fight against most advanced information security threats and 

risk within the region therefore Gulfnets participation at GISEC came with an association 

with iBoss network security.  



iBoss founded in 2003 are a global provider of network security solutions. Delivering 

network traffic insights and threat mitigation their Web security suite offers not only 

threat and event reporting but SSL security, bandwidth management, application 

management and now BYOD management.  Gulfnet are the sole distributor for iBoss 

across the whole GCC region. 

GISEC is the region’s only large-scale information security platform, assembling industry, 

government and thought leaders to tackle threats, issues and countermeasures. GISEC 

2014 is highly focused on addressing security concerns for I.T., Oil & Gas, Banking & 

Finance, Government, Legal, Healthcare and Telecoms industries. Key industry decision 

makers have the chance to meet companies providing world-leading solutions across 

dedicated industry verticals.  
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